
JARLSBERG SUNDAY, JUNE 25

RACE 1, V65-1 Auto 1609

2 Nancy Lou is ideally drawn in this seasonal debut and has
earlier shown that she can match the best horses of her year. 6
Cabaret Artist is the main challenger. She is trained by Daniel
Redén and has two runs under her belt. Seems both strong and
fast. 7 Caramel Volo has been matched very carefully against
horses of her year. Put in a splendid seasonal debut but has got
a tricky number now. Place chance. 1 Dionne can open fast and
faces nice conditions here. Galloped in the last run but had
energy left then.

RANK
A: 2

B: 6-7-1

C: 4-8-3-5

Top 4: 2-6-7-1

RACE 2, V65-2 Auto 1609

6 L.A.'s Venus was the best mare in her year last season and
won both Kriteriet and Oaks. Needed the first two runs of this
year but looked splendid in the last run. Can open very fast. 3
Dutchess Sun is developing well and comes from a nice victory
in the V75. Has got a nice number but needs quick pace here to
win this. 1 N.Y. Moet can open fast and is reliable. She should
get a nice journey over these conditions. 8 Bunny has got a poor
number but looked splendid in the last run for new trainer
Frode Hamre. Could fight for victory with the right journey.

RANK
A: 6

B: 3-1-8-7

C: 4-5-2

Top 4: 6-3-1-8



JARLSBERG SUNDAY, JUNE 25

RACE 3, V65-3 Auto 1609

5 Alsaker Pumbaa showed good form on Klosterskogen on April
28th and won a heat in speed race on Solvalla. Without a
mistake he could find an early lead here. 3 Torpa Nicklas has
bee improved a lot for trainer Heidi Moen. Prefers to attack from
the back and could reach a nice result from behind the favorite
Alsaker Pumbaa. 6 Alm Nagano has shown good form over the
longer distances. Likes the short distance a lot and with the
right trip he could score a well deserved victory. 1 Ask Major can
do it tough. Finished well in the last run and had energy left at
the end third up.

RANK
A: 5-3

B: 6-1

C: 2-4

Top 4: 5-3-6-1

RACE 4, V65-4 Volt 2600

3 Hvalstad Tor has been improved a lot this year. Faces better
and better opponents though. Is reliable and will fight for
victory again. 6 Vesle Vilje won easily in the lead in the last run
and had energy left. She has good speed and could be in the mix
here. 8 Søndre Storm is both fast and strong but not reliable at
all. Beat Hvalstad Tor on Momarken on May 21st and is a
challenger without a mistake. 5 Haugs Dronninga is good when
she lives up to her capacity but is sometimes tricky as well. Has
galloped three times in a row now but seems in good shape and
could cause a surprise.

RANK
A: 3

B: 6-8-5-2-1

C: 4-7

Top 4: 3-6-8-5



JARLSBERG SUNDAY, JUNE 25

RACE 5, V65-5 Auto 2100

12 Storhaug Odin is a very good four-year-old who has started
well. Faces quite easy opponents and should have a good
chance despite this number. 8 Alsaker Mikke is gifted but
gallops a lot. Was clearly defeated by Storhaug Odin on May
10th but scored a good second spot then. 7 Emmalill was not at
her best in the last start and has not competed for almost three
months now. Was second on March 25th and is possible here
with a similar effort. 11 Tysvær Viggo is not reliable but has
good capacity. Scored a nice second spot on Bjerke on April 19th
and is ready to set a new record.

RANK
A: 12

B: 8-7-11-2

C: 10-4-9-6-5-3-1

Top 4: 12-8-7-11

RACE 6, V65-6 Auto 2100

4 Gentle Reef won the last run after a good performance. With a
similar effort he has a good chance again. 12 Aroshi was
successful in the last run and scored a good second spot
behind gifted Oscar Tile. Faces nice conditions here and should
be considered early. 3 Fantasio de Cuy started the career well
but has not impressed at all the last couple of years. Resumes
from a spell now and the stable is pleased. Is good enough to
challenge. 5 Mountain Valdimir is chasing the first win ever. Is
consistent and good and possible here with the right journey.

RANK
A: 4

B: 12-3-5-9

C: 8-6-2-11-1-7-10

Top 4: 4-12-3-5



JARLSBERG SUNDAY, JUNE 25

RACE 7 Auto 2100 RANK

Top 4:

RACE 8 Auto 2100 RANK

Top 4:



JARLSBERG SUNDAY, JUNE 25

RACE 9 Auto 2100 RANK

Top 4:

RACE 10 Volt 2100 RANK

Top 4:
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